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For You Z-Fold Card, CASed from Gayle Wheeler
Portrait card base in Sahara Sand CS; Very Vanilla, Poppy 
Parade & Pool Party CS, Everyday Enchantment DSP; 
Framelit Labels & Edgelit Adorning Accent sets; 
Apothecary Art & Loving Thoughts stamp sets. 

sh
card.  Stamp floral stamp from Charming in Soft Suede to 

Score card front lengthwise at 2 1/8” to create z-fold.  Use 
edgelit to create decorative edge on fold-back, trim DSP 
strip with edgelit to match.  Adhere z-fold papers and inside 
CS piece in Pool Party.  Tie ribbon around trimmed flap, 
then assemble framelit CS and DSP pieces and adhere to 
flap only, so that frame piece covers inside of card. 
Stamp “For You” on Very Vanilla scrap once in Poppy 
Parade and once in Pool Party.  Cut out Poppy Parade 
image with framelit, punch center of Pool Party image with 
1” punch and pop-dot vertically onto Poppy Parade image.  
Pop-dot stamped images onto framelit shapes. 
Adhere DSP to envelope flap and trim. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
With Sympathy Landscape Card 

Landscape card base in Soft Suede CS; Pool 
Party Very Vanilla CS; Everyday Enchantment 

DSP; Framelit Labels & Edgelit Adorning Accent 
sets; Adorning Accents Embossing folder; 

Apothecary Art, Charming & Loving Thoughts 
stamp sets; Lace Ribbon Border punch; self-

adhesive pearls. 
Cut and emboss card front bottom edge, Pool 
Party and DSP layer, trimming uncut edge to 

align embossed edges.  Adhere these layers to 
card front.  Punch decorative strip with Lace 

Ribbon Border punch and adhere.  Stamp 
flowered frame onto Very Vanilla, cut out with 

corresponding framelit, color in flowers as shown 
with markers, and sponge edges with Soft 

Suede.  Pop-dot to card front.  Stamp sentiment 
onto Pool Party CS strip, flag-cut one end, and 
sponge edges with Soft Suede.  Adhere large 

pearl to opposite, along with bow in Soft Suede Taffeta ribbon.  Pop-dot sentiment over framelit 
ape.  Adhere DSP strip along bottom edge of Very Vanilla CS inside layer, and adhere to inside of 

lower right corner of envelope front. 
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Thoughts Of You card 
Landscape card base in Very Vanilla CS; 
Peach Parfait & Pool Party CS; Everyday 
Enchantment DSP; Boho Blossoms punch; 
stitched poly ribbon in Peach Parfait; gold 
brads; Framelit Labels; Apothecary Art & 
Loving Thoughts stamp sets. 
Adhere DSP layer to Peach Parfait CS layer.  
Wrap ribbon at center, and adhere all to card 
base.  Sponge edges of DSP frame shape.  
Stamp flower layer in Peach Parfait on Very 
Vanilla, and cut out with corresponding 
framelit.  Adhere to DSP frame shape, pop-
dot all to card front.  Stamp sentiment onto 
Pool Party CS strip, flag cut both ends and 
pop-dot to card front.  Punch 3 flowers from 
Peach Parfait CS scrap with Boho Blossoms 
punch.  Using stylus and foam block, shape 
flowers at their centers to add dimension.  

Layer all three flowers together, pierce center with paper piercer, and apply gold brad.  Pop-dot 
flowers above sentiment.  Adhere DSP strip to envelope flap and trim. 
 
 

Happiest Birthday card, CASed from Kristine 
Brandt of Big Scrappin’ Deal. 

Landscape fold card base in Lucky Limeade; 
Very Vanilla, Calypso Coral & Pool Party CS; 

Everyday Enchantment DSP, & Ribbon & Brad 
pack; Framelit Labels; Edgelit Adorning Accent 

sets; Adorning Accents Embossing folder; 
Apothecary Art, Elements of Style & Loving 

Thoughts stamp sets.  
Trim edges of Calypso Coral CS strip using 

Edgelit die, and emboss.  Trim edges of Pool 
Party CS strip with edgelit die, but leave un-

embossed.  Layer strips and adhere to DSP.  
Wrap all with Lucky Limeade organdy ribbon, 

slide bow to right hand side. 
Stamp roses wreath onto Very Vanilla with 

Black Satz-On and cut out with corresponding 
framelit.  Using Calypso Coral & Lucky Limade 

pads with aqua-painter, color in flowers as 
shown.  Color in border edges with Calypso 

Coral marker.  Pop-dot frame shape to card front, and adjust ribbon bow as needed.  Place 
decorative brad at lower left corner of DSP layer, adhere all to card base. 

Stamp flowers from Elements of Style on lower right of envelope front in Lucky Limeade. 
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